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Consultation & design
We take the time to meet with
you so we’re able to understand
your needs and any ideas you may
have for your space. We then
work with you to design solutions
that will fit your vision and
requirements.

Construction & installation
Once the design is finalised, we
move onto the implementation
phase in which everything comes
to life. Our focus is on creating
spaces that are reflective of your
personality and preferences.

Project management
As part of our comprehensive
service, we coordinate everything
on your behalf throughout the
project, including inspecting the
quality of workmanship and
resolving any issues.

Custom home solutions Melbourne
An entire home to design or a single room, we are here to guide you through the process from concept to
completion. We really listen in order to gain an understanding of what it is you like and how the space needs to
function.

Whether your style is contemporary or more traditional, we take a fresh approach to each individual project to
bring your vision to life and we’re all about having some fun in the process. Tailoring our services to each
client’s unique requirements enables us to deliver site specific design that perfectly responds to the occupants.
Our design ethos is to create inspiring, yet liveable spaces and we achieve this by working hand in hand with
our clients to ensure we take into account both your personal preferences as well as your home’s functional
requirements.

We are committed to delivering the highest quality workmanship. To find out more about our custom home
solutions and comprehensive service offering, get in touch with us today.
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Concept to completion
Our all-encompassing service takes your project from concept through to completion. During the initial
consultation phase, we work with you to determine the needs of your project and then we get to work creating
a design to satisfy those requirements.

The consultation phase is all about getting to know you. Our services are tailored to each individual client,
however each consultation typically involves a walk-through of your home in which we discuss the functionality
of spaces, existing furniture pieces and recommendations. We also help you define your preliminary budget
and review any inspiration you are considering.

By getting to know your needs and vision, we can then move onto recommended furniture layouts, paint
colour selections, window treatment ideas, lighting concepts and more. While our process is comprehensive, it
allows us to provide you with an optimal experience.

Home renovations Melbourne
When you want to upgrade your space to suit your lifestyle and needs, we offer home renovations services to
bring your vision to life. With a wealth of experience in custom design and construction, we create a simple and
enjoyable experience for your home renovation project.

Covering all types of renovations, from the little fixes to the big overhauls, we guide you through the entire
process to help you achieve an enhanced living experience. Our passion is in creating spaces that intuitively
adapt to your lifestyle. Every detail is considered to provide you with the best flow and functionality within
your space.

Whatever it is you are dreaming of, we will work with you to create a solution that works for you and your
budget.
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Designer furniture and styling (to replace designer lounge chairs Melbourne or consider removing this text
section unless SEO is planned?)

Whether you are embarking on a large-scale home renovation or just giving a specific space a refresh, having a
strong sense of interior decorating styles will provide your home with a polished, cohesive look.

Everyone has their own personal style and needs and our range has been handpicked to offer you a
sophisticated collection of indoor and outdoor furniture options. Our catalogue features a large range of
products in varying fabrics, colours, patterns and textures, to help you create a space that is truly yours.
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Exceeding standards and expectations
With a background in commercial office design and manufacture, Home Office Study is well regarded for our
highly tailored and personalised client solutions, providing a comprehensive end-to-end service offering. With
a reputation for exceeding residential building standards, our philosophy is to produce unique and individual
results that are sophisticated and timeless.

Australian owned and operated, we endeavour to source our materials from Australian producers where
possible, to ensure the highest quality workmanship that will stand the test of time.

Passionate about all facets of design, our focus is on crafting tailored solutions for our clients that genuinely
reflect their personality and lifestyle, exceeding all expectations in the process.


